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We heal scars better than them, and here’s why.

Skinuva® Scar is first topical scar cream to use specific growth
factors and other natural ingredients to help improve the
appearance of scars.

Skinuva® Scar is a patented physician designed scar cream formulation that
is clinically proven to be more effective than silicone cream in improving the
appearance of scars.
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Before and After
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Skinuva® Scar was founded by Dr. Christopher Zoumalan, a Board
Certified Ophthalmic Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeon, who has
spent the past several years investigating wound healing and scars.

Unmet need in current topical scar therapy
There has been a lack of progress in topical scar treatments since the
introduction of silicone cream and gels in the late 1990s. Despite major
advancements in other medical fields, scars still remain visible to those that
have recovered from their procedures.

Patience in research and formulation were keys to success for
Skinuva® Scar
Skinuva® Scar incorporates the most comprehensive list of ingredients that
have been shown to improve wound healing and scars through peer-
reviewed medical literature.

Scarless healing in fetuses: this knowledge was crucial in the
development of Skinuva® Scar
Scar free healing in fetuses occurs due to a complex upregulation and
downregulation of certain growth factors. This knowledge has yet to be
delivered into topical scar treatments. Using such knowledge, Skinuva’s team
of physicians and scientists formulated its first product using highly selective
growth factors tailored to improve the appearance of scars.
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“Skinuva is a really amazing scar cream, it changed my scar so much
more than I ever imagined. I had a tummy tuck scar that turned dark and
thick and I was introduced to the product by my friend. In just a month, I
began to notice that my scar became softer and lighter. It really helped
improve the thickness of the scar too. I was really surprised that it worked so
well, I actually never thought that a scar cream would be this good or that one
this good even existed on the market!"                                                   -Iris M.

“Skinuva Scar was surprisingly easy to use and I notice my scar fading
by the first month. I was part of the study where we tried two different
creams, and Skinuva was the one that worked so much better that I had to be
excluded from the study by the first month. I’ve been using the cream now for
3 months, and I’m still noticing improvements. I would most certainly
recommend this to my friends or family who have scars from sur- gery. I was
very surprised how it worked, and since I was part of the study, I could really
tell how it healed much faster than the other cream."                              -Heidi S.

“Over seven months ago I had eye surgery. The surgery was a great success. It
truly makes me look 15 years younger. The cream Dr. Zoumalan prescribed
was amazing. There is no scaring or any indication that I had eye
surgery. I definitely suggest using the cream."                              -Patricia M.

“I feel like the scar cream loosened the scar as it was too tight. It
softened my skin and made it smoother and better. My skin was hard
and now it feels more natural and I can apply my make- up so much more
easily. Before using the cream my skin was tough and I had to pack on make
up and now the skin is much smoother. I feel more confident and would
definitely recommend Skinuva Scar cream."                                  -Brandi S.
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After using Skinuva® Scar



Study 1: Safety and Efficacy of a Scar Cream
Consisting of Highly Selective Growth Factors
Within a Silicone Cream Matrix: A Double-
Blinded, Randomized, Multicenter Study

Head to head study between Skinuva® Scar vs.
silicone cream in double-blinded, randomized,
multi-center comparison study.

Photographs were taken using high resolution 3D
imaging Canfield Vectra system.

Clinical Results
We found over a 2-fold improvement in the
appearance of the scars when treated by
Skinuva® Scar. In our study, we saw on average a
73% improvement in scars that used
Skinuva® Scar (SKN2017B) over those that used
regular silicone cream.

 

10 patients  (nearly
20%) dropped out of

the study the first
month because they

noticed the side
treated with Skinuva

healed better! 
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Skinuva® Scar is heavily backed by science and data with
5 publications in peer-reviewed medical literature 

Zoumalan CI, Tadayon SC, Roostaeian J, Rossi AM, Gabriel A.
Safety and Efficacy of a Scar Cream Consisting of Highly
Selective Growth Factors Within a Silicone Cream Matrix: A
Double-Blinded, Randomized, Multicenter Study. Aesthet Surg
J. 2019 Feb 15;39(3):319-330



Patient Outcomes Clinical Studies Continued
Study 2: Silicone-Based Scar Cream for Post Upper Eyelid
Blepharoplasty-associated Cicatricial and Hypertrophic
Scarring

Not all scars heal well with just topical
scar cream; some may need further
treatments, such as steroid injections
with or without 5-fluorouracil,
microneedling, laser, or even surgical
revision. 

This study shows that the use of
Skinuva reduced the need for
additional steroid and 5-fluorouracil
in post surgical scars by nearly 50%.

Kalasho BD, Kikuchi R, Zoumalan CI. Silicone-Based Scar Cream for Post Upper Eyelid
Blepharoplasty-associated Cicatricial and Hypertrophic Scarring. J Drugs Dermatol. 2019 May
1;18(5):440-446.
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Study 3: Gene expression analysis in scars treated with silicone cream:
a pilot study

We evaluated gene expression in scar tissues
to see if there were more favorable genes
expressed in scars treated with Skinuva.

We took skin punch biopsies of 3 patients,
and showed that their scars treated with
Skinuva had gene expression which was
more favorable to the best healing scar
when compared to silicone cream and no
treatment.

Kikuchi R, Khalil A, Zoumalan CI. Gene expression analysis in scars treated with silicone cream:
a pilot study.  Scars, Burns, Healing, August, 2019

Study 4: Safety and Efficacy of a topical
cream consisting of highly selective
growth factors within a silicone cream
matrix for post ablative C02 procedures

20 patients that underwent fractionated C02 laser to their face were instructed
to use Skinuva®. Skinuva® was well tolerated well, safe and effective in
healing skin post C02 laser treatment.

Study 5: The safety and efficacy of Skinuva Scar in treating striae
distensae-SD (aka) stretch marks

20 patients enrolled in split study
(one area of SD treated with Skinuva
and other area left untreated)

Patients reported over 86%
improvement in SD after one
month of use. Independent
evaluators reported nearly 73%
improvement in Skinuva treated
sides, and 36% in untreated sides
on digital imaging evaluation

Skinuva Scar is safe and effective for
treatment in SD

Kikuchi, R, Zoumalan, CI. Safety and Efficacy of a topical cream consisting of highly selective
growth factors within a silicone cream matrix for post ablative C02 procedures. American Society
of Lasers Medicine and Surgery Abstracts, 2019, S27-28

Kikuchi R, Waldman AR, Wolfswinkel EM, Pletzer V, Kalasho BD, Zoumalan CI. Safety/Efficacy of
New Topical Silicone Formulation with Selective Growth Factors for Treating Striae Distensae.J
Cosmet Sci. 2020 Mar/Apirl;71(2):77-90.



When should the cream be used on scars?
Skinuva® Scar can treat various scars including surgical scars
(cosmetic and non cosmetic surgery), trauma, burns, and keloids, new
and old. Skinuva® Scar works best on younger scars, ideally within a
few weeks to months after surgery. Scars usually mature by one year,
so the sooner the cream can be applied, the more likely patients will
see results. Skinuva® Scar’s unique silicone cream matrix keeps the
scar hydrated.

Directions for use (step by step)
Skinuva® Scar should be applied twice a day, the cream should be
gently massaged into the scar morning and night, for a minimum of 3
months on new scars, but can be used up to 3-6 months on older
scars. The application of Skinuva® Scar can be initiated two to three
weeks after surgery as long as the scar has healed well and approved
to be used by their physician. Sunscreen may be worn over Skinuva®
Scar.

Warnings: For external use only. Keep out of reach of children. Do not
use on damaged skin or open wounds. Avoid contact with eyes. If
contact occurs, rinse eyes thoroughly with plenty of water. If
swallowed, immediately seek medical advice and show container or
label. Discontinue use if irritation occurs.

World’s most advanced scar cream
★

First scar cream that uses selective growth factors
★

Clinical studies show up to 73% improvement in the
appearance of scars by third month of use!

★

Head to head studies show up to two-fold improvement in
appearance of scars with Skinuva® Scar in a head-to-head

comparison with silicone cream.
★

Designed by Doctors for Doctors and their patients.
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